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Abstract: We investigate continua with the property that the cone ojGrer* the continuum is 
homeomorphic to the hyperspace of subcontinua of the cantMum. Among our results ale the 
following theorems: (i) Such a finite-dimensional continuum must be airiodic and onedimen- 
sional; (ii) if such a continuum is heredit-tily decomposable, then it mus: be an arc, an arl:wise- 
connected circie-iike continuum, or a compactification of either [&I) or R with remainder 
ei,her a circle or an arc. Examples are given to show that noxne of these poAGlities may the 
omit ted. 
In an earlier pap:L [ ‘7 1, we have investigated continua X such that the 
c:t9z?t K(X) over X and the hyperspace C(X) of subcontinua of X were 
homeomorphic in a rather stro,ng sense. Also in that paper, we showed 
that if X is a circle with a spiral, then C(X) is omeomorphic to K(.Y), 
thus giving the first example 01’ a hyperspace ithout the fixed-point 
property. This paper continues that invest..gation. Wle prove some inter- 
esting facts about hyperspaces in general, 2%) well as the theorems lis 
in the abstract. 
A continuum is a compact, connected, nonvoid, metric space. C(X), 
the hyperspace of subcontinua of a continuum X, is the space of all sub- 
continua of X metrized the Hausdorff metric p, that is!, pfA,R) 
. Lb. {E) for all E sue at rl c T/,(B) and B c VJA), where T/,(A) is 
e-neigborhood of A, e write X for the point in C(X) which corre- 
sponds to the continuum X. The su.bspace of C consisting of the 
degenerate subcontinua of X is, isometric to X. r more information 
about C(X), see [IS J. 
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will write x fix B(X), e B(X) is nat y iso e 
the cone over X by Ir( 
f the paper are ge 
ture of C(X) for any continuum X. 
r00f. Let P be a point of CiX‘ ). Then P is a subcontin 
such that P?Y is nonempty. Ai 
segment in &‘(X) from P to X s 
subcontinuum of X which co 
ment is also a point of C(Y). 
joined to X by iiii arc in C(Xj\C( Yj, and the theorem is proved. 
ropssition 2. If Y is ct decomposubEe subcontinuum of x’, t?zeltl 
C(X)\{ Y) has at most two wc components. 
roof. Kelley [ 3, ‘heorem LL?l has shown that a continuum is decom- 
posable if and only if C( Y)\{ Y] is arcwistxonnected. Thus if Y = X, then 
C(X)\{ Y) is arcwise-connecteti. iT Z* # X, then C(Y)\(Y) is arcwise-con- 
netted, and also C(x>\C(Y) is arcwise-connected, by the preceding paop- 
osition. ence C(A”)\$Y) has at most two arc components. 
3. If P is a decomposable subr’ontinurm of X such th.lt 
CM I\ m is not arcwise rorzrzected, the/l each s&wntiwunz of X which 
contaa’ns a poirtt of P Irnd a point of X\P must contairt P. 
m of X containing a point p of P and 
hen there are segnlents in C(X) from /3 to Q and 
C(X)\,i[B} is. not arcwise connected, we 
ponents, one conta 
, which means that 
de6 
wi 
ts an arc, au arcwise-comected circ 
iorz of [O, 111 or with remain det 
kJ a l~omeomorpl~ism. Each point of C( 
separates C(X) into at most two arc components. 
most two arc components. It pt‘ollows that iTTog-l( 
ost two arc components. 
ff X is arcwise-contected, hen, by [ 7, Theorem 5 1, X must be :ither 
an arc or an arcwise-ccnnec t cl circle-like continuun.. 
If X 1las two arc components, then k(u) must separate C(X) into twoI 
arc components. By the prectding proposition? /t(u) is a continuum tSlat 
must coirtain each arc component that it intersects. Since /z(v) # X, 
/z(u) is exactly one arc component of X. 
Since X is hereditarily decomposable, X is one-dimensional, and thus 
K(X) a:Fd C(X) are two-dimensional. By [ 5, corollary 11, X is atriodic. 
Hence /z(u) is an arcwise-connected, hereditarily decomposable, atriodic 
continuum; thus it is either an arc or an arcwise-connected circle-like 
continuum. Considerations imilar to those in the proof of [ 7, Theorem 
7 J show that h(u) must be either a circle or an. arc. 
If A denote: the other arc component of X, we note that each sub- 
continuum of A is an arc, since X is atriodic. If a E A is a non-cut-point 
of A, let {ai) denote a sequence of points tending toward a point in 
h(u). Consider the union A* of a sequence of arcs {Ai) such that ai and 
a are points of Aj. Since A is atriodic, A* is homeomorlAic to [O,l) an.d 
A’ =A. By Proposition 3, A =X. Hence X is a compactification of 
as remainder. 
of A is a cut point of A, then similar considerations 
lead to the conclusion that X is a compactification of R with Iz(u) ac :e- 
mainder. One uses Proposition 3 to show that h(u) is contained in the 
closure of both the positive end and the negative end, and then con- 
siderations along the lmes of the proof of [ 7, Theorem 71 to show tha t 
h(u) is exactly l:he cloture of each. T:his completes the proof. 
e have already shown [ 7, 61 that several indecomposable continu(j 
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At most a finite nu 
have the g)roperty that some subcon 
ant but does not 
wise the Generali osem [ 5, Theore 
et A 5e an arc in C(X)\{Yj, irreducible be- 
tween C(Y) and a point in C(X)\C( Y). Then the union of all the continua 
lvhich are points of A ia a sub emma 1.2] contain- 
ing a point of XW and a poin C(Y) is a subcontinu- 
urn of some Ki. 
Each composant of C( I+‘)\{ Y) determines an arc component of 
C( Y)\( Y}. Since l? contains tlqrnllnt~bl*r -mm _ -- we.- WUHS~CCLUA~ 11141i~y con--qosants, it foliows 
that C(X)\{ Yj has uncounta ly many arc components. This completes 
ahe proof. 
. If* ) is ttomeomorphic to C(X), then at most one 
poirr t uf C(X) sepurutes C[X into more than one arc component. 
rs~f. Let Y be a subcontinalum of X. No arc component of C(X)\{ Y} 
is hDmeomorphic to [ ence no arc co ponent ofX is dege 
Tkrefore, no point 0 (X), except possibly v, separates K(X) into 
more than one arc co Ilent. Thus only h(v) n separate C(X) into 
mori: than one arc component. This proves the 
ry 7 (to the proof). @I arc component of’X is degenerute. 
must assume that < = in the next theorem in order to 
of whether C(X) is home~mo~ph~c 
is atriodic I. 5 ) corollary f. 1. 
e sin l/x curve, and a 
ic to hyper- 
among other th 
= { (.u,y ) : y = sin 1 /.r, -l<x<Oa 
with t:&mints (- 1, sin ( 
and otherwise mis en p u A is a continuum that i:has it7 cone 
c to its hyperspace. Notice that p does not have this prop- 
property is not hered 
f X is the continuum formed by both ends of ;2 real line 
spiraPling do%Nn on a circle, then X has its cone homeomor@xie to its 
hy perspace. 
The Wmsaw circle has its con: homeomorphic rto its kkyper- 
space. The Warsaw circle is the arcwise-connected circle-like continuum 
formed from the sin 1 /x continuum K by adding an arc joining a pair 
of opposite endpoints of K and otherwir;e disjoint from K. 
The chainable continuum without endpoints described by 
ing [ 2 J is a continuum X such Gqat each proper nsndegenerale stib- 
continuum Y has the property that CC: Y) is homeomorphic to K(Y) and 
oes not have this property. 
x&ample 5. Carl Eberhart and Brauch Fugate have desctibeld this ex- 
ample to us ir conversation, The continuum X is picture.I A Fig. 1; 
although X is similar to the sin l/x-~rve, its hyperspace isnot contract- 
) is not homeomorphic LO K(X). It would not kbe di*fficult o 
corporate this behavior into an indecomposabie continulum that had 
only arcs as proper nondegenerate subcontinua. 
ven 
is no, 
some 
Fig. 11. 
though C’(X) is infinite-dimensional when dim X > 1, the answer 
Sam Nadler has independently s%ained this result as well as 
other results on cones a.nd hyperspaces. 
. Ij’X is a hereditarilj~ indecomposable continuum, then there 
does not exist an im bedditzg of K\“X) &‘n to C(X). 
bedding. To avoid triviality, we 
may assume that A’ is nondegencrate. Let [ tl, t2 ] be the minimal inter- 
val such that p-- I([ tI 9 t2 1) a ,i( 
epara tes i(K(Xj). This 
we-dimension aICantor mar2 
existence of an imbedding 
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